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Welcome to 101 Homestyle Favorites, the first cookbook in our 101 series. Mouthwatering photos

and easy directions for every tried & true recipe make this a cookbook you&#39;ll turn to again &

again. There are easy weeknight meals like bbq chicken pizza and crunchy apple-pear salad,

Sunday dinner favorites like oven beef & noodles and wait &#39;til you&#39;ve tried our maple

chicken wings...delicious! Desserts, appetizers, mains and sides...you&#39;ll find &#39;em all

inside.
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I bought this as a gift for my neighbor, who loves to cook. She is so thrilled w/ it, and has already

been making meals from it! She said the recipes are practical, and things she can make that the

kids can eat, too. She wanted to know where I got it from, because she wants more Gooseberry

cook books!The illustrations are gorgeous, the recipes are laid out clearly and easy to follow, and

who doesn't love Gooseberry Patch?

I have found this being one of my favorites... it has recipes I use on a regular basis and have bought

for others and turned into their favorite. It has a picture for every recipe and easy to follow

instructions ,on hand ingredients and affordable meals and fun to make and amazing taste. I highly

recommend this one.



I like this cookbook. It has nice pictures and I have several recipes flag. However I have not made

any but the ingredients sounds fine. Even though there are canned soups added to some of the

recipes I do not find that objectionable. I don't mind using canned soup for canned items in my

recipes. And I don't care if there are nutritional value added to the recipes or not I figure if they taste

good that's all that counts. All you have to do is cut down on the serving size, if you're watching your

weight. You can also add fresh vegetables or salad if you're a health nut.

I love this cook book. The recipes are so good. I find myself enjoying my time in the kitchen even

more than I did before. Thanks again Gooseberry Patch.

I have had this cookbook for a while now and am really enjoying the recipes I have made so far. It

offers such a variety and well, yum, yum, yum!

This cookbook is one of my absolute favorites! In fact, some family members borrowed mine and

decided they need one of their own. The ingredients you need are ones you probably have stocked

in your pantry. Very good cookbook, just like all the other Gooseberry Patch books.

Read my post under Cheap & Easy Recipes as all are five star books. The hardest part is that

family love them so i tell them to just take their favorite! They love my lil Gooseberry Patch

Cookbooks!

I bought these books for my friends who entertain a lot. They say that they have had a blast reading

the recipes and picking out the ones they want to try first. They are enjoying them immensely.
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